






                      
Ambient Indigo is the solo electronic music project of Steve Hart, an English computer musician based in Helsinki, 
Finland.Steve’s first exposure to electronic music was the Tangerine UK tour of 1982, followed in 1983 with 
Klaus Schulze live at Coventry Cathedral and the first UK Electronica event in Milton Keynes which featured 
artists such as Ian Boddy, Mark Shreeve and Robert Schroeder.   

Always quite musical,  Steve played  trumpet, violin, piano and oboe,  as well as 
studying music theory.   Synthesisers provided a lot of creative freedom but was an 

expensive hobby in those days.   The  development of computer DAWs took electronic music production to another 
level,  and today Ambient Indigo’s productions are entirely in-the-box.   

Steve runs an Event Management company in Finland, and his company will host the 
first “Ambient Music Conference”, in June 2014. The venue will be a stunning new 

all-wooden structure located in the atmospheric forest and lakes just outside Helsinki.  
The event will feature well-known local names together with talented ambient artists 

from both Europe and USA.Ambient Indigo’s musical style drifts from gently rhythmic ambient to more melodic 
sequences.  You can check out more at 

soundcloud.com/ambientindigo

For more information about the Ambient Music Conference, visit 
ambientmusicconference.co

Track   ‘Vermillion Sky’ & ‘Moonbeams from the Larger Lunacy’
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             frequency    
   track  ‘Floating Images’ & ‘Remember Me’

Frequency were formed by Mark Plant and Jason Tilsley on the 19 August 1994 as a one-album project. 
However, due to the success of  the debut album “Rezolution” we quickly released a follow-up album 
“Sands of  Time” and have now completed 17 albums with another 2 on the way. Keyboard player Phil Evans 
joined Frequency during the summer of  1996 adding another perspective of  the music.
For 2014 we hope to be releasing our 20th album in our 20th year. For every new project we use a different 
concept and try to vary the genre/theme from the previous albums.
Our influences are extremely varied from UK EM heroes like Ian Boddy and Code Indigo, to European 
symphonic rock artists Novalis and Pulsar. For both of  us our early interests came from TV themes of  the 
1970’s & 1980’s. With this in mind, much of  our music is designed for use as incidental and theme music for 
TV, cinema and video productions.
We’re currently redeveloping our website ( frequencymusicuk.org ) and are in the process of  making our 
albums available on I-tunes and amazon.
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Track  ‘Origin Of The Water’
Massimo Discepoli (aka Nheap) is a drummer and drum teacher, work-
ing mainly around Perugia (central Italy). Born in Assisi (PG), he studied 
with Dave Weckl, Terry Bozzio, Alex Acuna, Kim Plainfield, Ron Sav-
age, Pat Petrillo, Horacio “El Negro” Hernandez, Lonnie Smith, Michel 
Camilo,Bruno Erminero, Mercurio Marco, Francesco Boccacci, Marco 
Pellegrini. 
As drummer, he plays in every kind of musical project, both live and in 
studio, from jazz to rock.  In 2005 he starts studying piano, and  then he 
begin composing his own music.
In 2007 he created the Nheap project. Under this moniker, he composes 
and plays his own music, blending of jazz, electronic, rock, avantgarde and experimental.
The first completed album, ‘Realight’, was released in September 2008 on the Musicaoltranza label.  In 2009 
he release his second album, ‘Skymotion’, on the Acustronica label. The whole album was also selected as 
one of “The Best Albums of 2009” by Leonard’s Lair and as one of “The Best Instrumental Albums of 2009” 
by Hold the Throne 

In the same year he started the Nunun duo, with Cesare Discepoli (guitar, synth): the duo’s albums, 
“Impromptu” and “Nunun”. are available on Acustronica. 
Nunun are collaborating with Giorgio Pinai (horns), on the L.E.D. trio; this trio works mainly playing 
realtime an improvised soundtrack to some classics movies (ie, some movies directed by Luis Bunuel).

Two years after the 2011 album “Clouds Under The Table, which was highly appreciated by press and the 
public, came ‘Flying And The Silence’  a new chapter in Nheap’s musical works.  The fusion of modern 
sounds, such as ambient electronica and post-rock atmospheres, with suggestions of a more traditional kind 
of music, including jazz and funk, along with a deeper integration between synthetic and acoustic sounds, 
contributes to make this new album an extremely warm and organic work, where experimentation coexists 
with melodic and thematic research.

Massimo “Nheap” Discepoli Jampy Keys  
Track  ‘Beyond The Outer Imagination of Dreams’

Guests on ‘Outer Limits
Cheryl Pyle: Flute & Poems
Bill Berends: Guitar

Producer & Composer From Parma Italy
Recent work included a collaboration track ‘Autumn Leaves’ with Johan 
Tronestam & Wolfproject
This new album ‘Outer Limits’ is available on Bandcamp, free or name 
your price.



SecondFace is my musical 
project. The music is 100% 
electronic. The style is 
characterized by large floating 
ambient sounds, with elements 
of for example Dub-techno. 
The inspiration comes from 
the nature around me, the four 
distinct seasons in Denmark, 
my own state of mind and many 
years of interest in all kind of 
electronic music.

CosmoMoose is an electronic music 
project from British composer and 
producer Chris Medway. J
If you like electronic music such as 
Vangelis, Jean Michel Jarre to Daft 
Punk or Sash! then you’ll love the 
music of CosmoMoose.
Catchy and thematic electronic mu-
sic with strong melodic hooks
Is this Cosmic Invasion something 
to fear or something to cheer? or 
both? With very few lyrics, the 
music sings for itself from the 
bright fan-favourite “Shooting 
Stars” to the haunting wordless 
voice on “Tears of the Moon” to 
the choral drama of “Opening” and 
“Closing the Hatch”. 
The one song with real lyrics
 “RoboDrama” is like a scary 5 
minute Doctor Who musical with 
menacing robots and a female

 protagonist who may have betrayed 
her race but is now caught up in the 
web she spun asking for mercy. 

Even forgetting the concept, the 
music on “Cosmic Invasion” provides 
a very enjoyable listen with sounds of 
the Theremin, Mellotron, Vocoder, 
tinkling pianos, dense choirs, 
sweeping synths and various fx giving 
a retro-future feel; like a remake of a 
1950s sci-fi movie that would appeal 
to soundtrack buffs and electronic 
music fans

Chris previously wrote music in other 
genres, including children’s songs and 
music theater, and this experience has 
given CosmoMoose music dramatic, 
emotional and playful qualities, not 
always found in electronic music.

Track  ‘Emotional Changes’ & 
‘Crystallization’

Track  ‘Ripples In THe Sky’  &  Closing The Hatch’


